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Mr. Norm's arage recrea es 
namesake's 1968 Hemi Coronet 
dealer demo-sorta. 
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B 
ack in the '60s, when Mr. Norm's 
Grand Spaulding Dodge was 
packing 'em into the showroom, 
and flying in customers from all 

over the country, the Normster obviously 
had his pick of any Dodge in the lineup for 
his personal transportation. And more likely 
than not, Norm had his service department 
add a little more zing to the package than 
what came under the hood from the factory. 

In 1968, Norm could have terrorized 
the neighborhood in a Hemi Dart, had he 
been so inclined. But he wasn't-preferring 
a flashy cruiser like the big Coronet 
convertible, with a Hemi, thank you. A red 

Hemi convertible-the typical recipe for a 
mid-life crisis. 'Course we're not implying 
the Norm had a mid-life crisis, mind you. 
And Norm had many dealer demos, as they 
were called. This subject came up recently 
when Norm was recalling the good old 
days with the guys at Mr. Norm's Garage 
in Hudson, FL. Wouldn't it be a hoot if the 
Garage guys could turn the clock back 
to '68 and recreate that Hemi Coronet? 
Wouldn't it be a hoot if they could turn back 
the clock and recreate Mr. Norm as he was 
in '68? One look at the shop equipment 
(cutting tools, metal brakes, etc., and no 
anesthetics), and Norm passed on the age 
rollback and opted just for the car. 

As a coincidence, Garage honcho 
Mike Staveski just happened to have a 



LATE-LIFE CRISIS 

'68 Coronet in inventory-a 500 model with 
a 383 2-Bbl. And he gave it to Norm for $5 
down and a 106-month payment plan at a 
figure that Norm could afford. 

The Dodge was fairly solid, needing just 
floors and quarters. Then it was onto the 
rotisseries for the full-boogie Garage resto 
with all-new stock chassis components
none of that new-fangled stuff underneath 
for Norm. Mike's the only guy we know of 
with a 3-speed rotisserie-slow, medium and 
fast-depending on his workload at the time. 

Even the top goes up and down
like In the old days. Mr. Norm remembers that. 

Sourcing out the repop parts they needed, 
the Garage folks called on AMD and Year 
One for sheetmetal and exterior trim, Just 
Suspension for the chassis stuff, Legendary 
for the interior and B/E &A and Tony's Parts 
for a host of restoration items. 

'Course, the later in life your crisis hits, 
the more help you need. You can only go 
so red on a convertible, so the help has to 
come in other areas. While trying to keep the 
car period correct, Mike made a number of 
exceptions from "as factory delivered." Heck. 

Norm made plenty of his own exceptions 
back in the day. 

The biggest deviation from factory is 
under the hood. In place of the venerable 
(and sometimes cantankerous) iron dual 
quad 426 Hemi, resides a 500-inch World 
Products all aluminum single-quad Hemi 
that sets in with Schumacher mounts. This 
engine, along with 426 and 576-inch versions 
are built on special order for Norm's Garage 
by Bill Mitchell. Optional dual quads can 
be had, but the single four makes life a lot 
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easier, tuningwise. All engines run 
on 93 octane. The dyno sheet that 
came with the Hemi shows 558 
HP @ 5700 RPM and 576 lb./ft. of 
torque at 4200. The stock shifter 
instructs a 727 which then sends 
the ponies back to a 3.23 rear. 

'Course, back in '68, you 
couldn't get air conditioning with 
a Hemi. Even Mr. Norm couldn't 
give you that. But how can you go 
through a late-life crisis without 
your NC? You can't, unless 
you're having just a pseudo 
crisis. Bouchillon Performance 
was dialed up to supply one of 
their NC units complete with 
compressor, brackets and pulleys. 
Vintage Air coughed up the interior 
NC hardware. Norm couldn't have 
been happier. And while Norm 
likes to go, he also likes to stop 
on occasion. So the Garagesters 
upped the stock binders with a set 
of 4-wheel discs from Stainless 
Steel Brakes. 

The dealer demo recreation 
turned out so well that Mr. Norm's 
Garage is now offering a new 
line of cars that they call the 
Flashback Series. Don't confuse 
this with some cars out there 

Legendary's interior is just one component in this 
totally-rebuilt-with-new-parts restoration. 

that look like a bad acid trip. 
Flashbacks will recreate your first car, your 
second car, or any car you want for that 
matter. To be honest, it's gonna be cheaper 
if you find a "done" car on eBay or through 
an ad. You might find what they call a 
"motivated" seller who needs to turn his ride 
into quick cash. But you have to know what 
you're buying to avoid getting burned. The 
Norm's deal will start at around 125K, and 
goes up from there depending on options. 
But at least you know what you're getting, 
and it will be a car that's done right. 

'Course, the old Grand Spaulding Dodge 
motto, "the customer is king," still holds. 
So whlle the Flashbacks try to stay period 
correct, the customer calls the shots, as 
these will be one-off creations, and you can 
go as "off" as you want. If you're having a 
really late late-life crisis and can't remember 
your first, second or any of your rides, 
or anything else for that matter, Norm's 
Garage has got you covered with their 
special Alzheimer Series. You don't have to 
remember a thing, and regardless of what car 
rolls out of the Garage-you'll love it! * 

Under the hood is a 558 HP single 4-Bbl World Products a/I-aluminum Hemi. It's a lot 
easier to live with than the original dual-quad 426. Oops! somebody forgot the behind-
grille blackout paint treatment. Tch! tch! · 

www.BCRproducts.com 
Billet Aluminum Main Caps 

"New Girdle & Cap Combo" 

The only true bulletproof 
girdle for your BB Mopar 

Caps $339 • Girdles $425 
Cap & Girdles $799 

Includes hardware 

• Main Caps • Girdles• Seal Retainers 
• Custom Billet Components made to order 

604-788-3953 
www.bcrproducts.com 

1-7/8" HEADERS WITH 
3" COLLECTORS 
INCLUDES: GASKETS 
& HARDWARE 
MADE OF 304 
STAINLESS STEEL 

2008-2009 Dodge Challenger 
SRT-8 Hemi 6.lL 

Headers & Exhaust Systems 
CALL (951)371-4878 
www.ttiexhaust.com 
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